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 If you are a true crime fan, you may 
have stumbled upon the idea of individuals 

who are attracted to serial killers. Some notable examples of the 
people of attraction include Ted Bundy, Richard Ramirez, Kenneth 
Bianchi, Dennis Rader and even some school shooters. At times, it 
almost feels like some of these notorious killers are rockstars with 
groupies following them around to court hearings and sending 
them love letters. But there is a major and obvious di!erence 
between rockstars and serial killers; the latter have committed 
atrocious crimes and ended the lives of others. While there may be 
no clear or de"nitive answer to why hybristophilia occurs, likely 
due to a large variety of individualized cases, one can theorize on 
some potential explanations, including but not limited to:  societal 
expectations of ideal partners, psychologically traumatic pasts, 
and the treatment of serial killers by the media.
 #e American Psychological Association de"nes 
hybristophilia as “sexual interest in and attraction to those who 
commit crimes,” which is considered a type of paraphilia, “mental 
imagery or behavior that involves unusual and especially socially 
unacceptable sexual practices.” It is only considered hybristophilia 
when a person becomes sexually attracted to the violent crime 
and its perpetrator, not in cases where people are attracted to the 
perpetrators but not the action itself. #is becomes a slippery 
slope for these fangirls of serial killers: are they attracted to 
the persona or the violent act itself? Can the two be separated? 
O$en the two, hybristophiliacs and serial killer fans, are grouped 
together without the distinction of the attraction to the violent act. 
When looking at other sexual paraphilias - like that of pedophilia, 
exhibitionism, or voyeurism - society immediately rejects them, 
in most cases punishing participating individuals. So, where do 
hybristophilia and fans of serial killers "t into all of this?
 One potentially promising explanation is American 
society’s perception of what an ideal partner is. Society pushes an 
idealized image of what people should want in a partner, as well 
as what roles they should in turn adopt to be viewed as desirable. 
#ese ideas have greatly changed in the past few decades, but are 
still somewhat ingrained within our society. 
 Unfortunately, typical expectations of males being the 
dominant "gures in a relationship can lead to abusive practices 
as a method of proving their masculinity and authority. Despite 
how strange it may sound, serial killers may in some way complete 
gender expectations that were projected on them since childhood 

in the manifestation of their dominance and violence towards 
their victims. In the case of hybristophiliacs, seeing men that 
complete that dominant role they were constantly told to look for 
in a partner may be the reason why they become attracted to serial 
killers.
 When looking at speci"c cases of hybristophiliacs, it is 
important to note their previous sexual and romantic experiences. 
In Sheila Isenberg’s book “Women Who Love Men Who Kill’’ she 
found that many of the hybristophiliac women she interviewed 
had been abused in past relationships. She also found that these 
women found bene"ts to loving someone that was away in prison. 
In a strange way, carrying out a relationship with someone that 
was convicted and serving time for a violent crime guaranteed 
some sort of safety. #e serial killer that they are attracted to has 
been charged and is behind bars, where they will stay until likely 
the end of their lives. Ironically enough, this makes it considerably 
safer to carry on a relationship with a convicted serial killer as 
opposed to a signi"cant other capable of physical abuse. While 
emotional abuse and manipulation may still be an issue, the factor 
of physical abuse is seemingly solved.
 In her book, Isenberg comes to the conclusion that most 
of the people that are attracted to serial killers do it for fame and 
notoriety. In the media of the 60s, 70s, 80s and 90s, serial killers 
were given superstar-like status through the constant discussion of 
their crimes in tabloids and on the news, aiding them in gaining 
cult-like followings. Take the cases of Ramirez or Bundy, whose 
cases were widely publicized in tabloids and is how many of their 
fangirls discovered who they were. Merely having their name and 
face on the front cover of a magazine was all that was necessary to 
make them known and adored by their fans, negating the crimes 
they were on trial for. O$en, the media would give serial killers a 
catchy nickname to distinguish them, like Ramirez as “#e Night 
Stalker.” In hindsight, this practice of giving the killers a seemingly 
cool and fearful nickname seems more like a glori"cation of the 
person and gives them the attention they desired. Similar to how 
some people fantasize about being in relationships with celebrities, 
there is a certain amount of disbelief that is present when this 
occurs; they don’t actually know the celebrity but they have an 
idealized perception of the person that they base their fantasies on.
 A parasocial relationship is de"ned as a one-sided 
relationship in which an individual spends time and energy on 
a person who is not aware of their existence, with this typically 
being seen with celebrities and their fans. #is phenomenon 
usually occurs due to the fan connecting with some aspect of 
that celebrity, be it a role they played in a movie, an experience 
they shared in an interview, their sense of humor, or countless 
other things. In essence, the same phenomenon occurs with 
hybristophiliacs, but the subject is changed to a serial killer. #ere 
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are also di!erent levels when it comes to parasocial relationships 
with serial killers. While some simply form the attachment 
from what they read in the media, others are more proactive in 
reaching out, such as writing letters to the serial killer. In this, 
the hybristophilia builds an image of the killer in their head as 
someone they sympathize with based on one-sided interactions. In 
some cases, it may even escalate to the killer replying to the letters, 
turning a parasocial relationship into an active relationship. In 
this way, the serial killer can try to foster that connection with the 
person to make them appear more attractive and innocent than 
they are, as in the case of Doreen Lioy, who married Ramirez a$er 
writing love letters back and forth.
 With these romantic fantasies come the added fantasies 
of fame. O$en romantic partners of serial killers tend to attract 
media attention, especially if the relationship started a$er the 
killer was convicted, such as the case of Carole Ann Boone, who 
married Bundy during his second trial. Simply through her 
marriage to Bundy, Boone was able to gain fame and notoriety, 
o$en being interviewed by the press about Bundy and his desires. 
As the saying goes, “no publicity is bad publicity” and while the 
attention she received was due to her relationship with Bundy and 
o$en accompanied by criticism, it was attention nonetheless. In 
turn, others may look to Boone and want what she had, attention 
and notoriety through an act as simple as marrying the man she 
loved.
 A very common theme in the case of fans who love 
serial killers is the fact that many deny that the killers committed 
the crimes. Some hybristophiliacs claim that the serial killer 
isn’t guilty of their crimes, creating a rather perplexing situation, 
especially when the evidence points overwhelmingly to their guilt. 
In the case of Bundy, his supposed charms and good looks are 
o$en cited as why some women found him so attractive. In such 
a case, serial killers fans may not be attracted to the crimes and 
actions of the individual, but the idea of an innocent individual 
being falsely accused. 
 Isenberg herself believes that “Carole did not love Ted 
Bundy, the man, because he didn’t reveal himself to her, or to 
anyone. She loved Bunny [her nickname for Bundy], her own 
creation, what she wanted him to be—not what he was.” #is ties 
into the previous ideas of fame and persona created around serial 
killers, instead of the reality of the situation, with some like Bundy 
using the media to their advantage to gain support. As Isenberg 
points out, this can be also seen in the case of John Wayne Gacy, 
who “[didn’t] have Bundy’s appeal to women nor did he have avid 
fans and groupies following his case. He has, however, achieved 
celebrity status. And the abundance of letters he gets from 
strangers, women he has never met or contacted, shows how many 
lonely, deluded women out there want contact with a notorious 
killer—either to become notorious themselves or perhaps because 
they’re attracted by his deviance.”
 Like the previous fantasy of fame and notoriety, there is 
also a fantasy of helping or changing the killer for the better. In 
movies that involve idealized, romantic relationships that are more 
toxic than many wish to admit, the line “I can "x them” or “this 
isn’t you” can usually be heard during the emotional climax of the 
movie. #is idea is directly present in movies themselves, such 
as “#e Kissing Booth” and other titles, but can also play a large 
role in fandoms, in which fans will try to “"x” characters because 
they "nd them attractive or with some other redeeming quality. 
Despite these lines o$en being parodied, these ideas are present 

in some of the people that are attracted to serial killers and in the 
corresponding fandoms.
 Take the case of the Columbine school shooters. As 
shocking as it may be, the Columbine shooters have a whole 
fandom dedicated to them on di!erent social media platforms. 
O$en dubbing themselves as “Columbiners,” those in the fandom 
are unique in the fact that they do not necessarily deny the 
atrocities committed by the shooters. #ey also claim that they 
do not try to justify the shootings—rather, they sympathize with 
the shooters—which can be indistinguishable to many. #is 
apparent sympathy was birthed out of the diaries of the shooters 
that were released to the public, causing the fandom to paint them 
as depressed loners that seemed relatable or sympathizable. #is 
is o$en where the “I can "x him” or the “this isn’t you” mentality 
enters, with those in the fandom believing that they could have 
done something to prevent the event from ever happening. 
However, this event did happen and was real and devastating for 
many. Meanwhile, the creation of fan art, fan"ction, and edits that 
paint the killers in a sympathetic light and at times glorify them 
can be o!ensive to victims and those that had to live with the 
a$ermath.
 A$er the examination of several factors that might 
explain hybristophilia, there may not be any de"nitive answer but 
there may be some explanations. Hybristophiliacs and others that 
"nd themselves attracted to serial killers appear to be a product 
of a society and their personal experiences. Ultimately, there is 
a human factor to this strange phenomenon, one of a desire for 
human connection, even if the other human is a serial killer. 
#ere is also the looming question of how society should treat 
hybristophiliacs, who may not cause direct harm but justify the 
horrendous acts committed by serial killers and shooters through 
their attraction and glori"cation. 
 Hybristophilia and serial killer fandoms reveal a lot about 
the psychological and sociological factors present in American 
society, but is there anything that can be done about it? For one, 
increased awareness of the phenomena can be bene"cial in many 
ways. Not only can it help people realize that they or others 
around them are hybristophiliacs, they may be able to provide 
an explanation. Providing services like therapy can help those 
who experience hybristophilia manage their attraction and help 
in other ways, such as address trauma from abuse or provide a 
sympathetic "gure they can speak to. #e other angle to approach 
in hybristophilia are the societal aspects, especially the role of 
the media. While it may be excessive to censor widely discussed 
topics like serial killers on social media, traditional media has 
already begun to make the shi$ to focus less on the perpetrator 
and more on the crime and its victims. In the case of the Oxford 
school shooter, ABC reports that the Judge has granted that the 
shooter’s name would not be named in his parent’s separate trials 
to minimize glamorization in the media.
 Ultimately, Isenberg concludes in her book, “Women 
who love killers were o$en little girls lost.” While some may 
"nd issue with the wording Isenberg uses as infantilizing, it still 
hits at the core of why hybristophiliacs exist. It has much to do 
with personal psychological factors and one’s past experiences, 
partnered with sociological factors of societal expectations and the 
media. While there may be no clear de"nitive reason or solution, 
there are ways to not only help those that are hybristophiliacs, 
but to also change society at large to prevent hybristophiliacs and 
serial killers from being created.
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